KLK LANDBOU LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1997/015589/06)
("KLK")

RESPONSE BY THE INDEPENDENT BOARD OF KLK ("KLK INDEPENDENT BOARD") TO THE REVISED
OFFER CONSIDERATION ANNOUNCED BY SUBTROPICO LIMITED ("SUBTROPICO") IN ACCORDANCE
WITH REGULATION 104 OF THE COMPANIES REGULATIONS, 2011 ("REGULATIONS")

1

Introduction

1.1

Shareholders of KLK ("KLK Shareholders") are referred to the announcement by Subtropico dated 20
February 2019 ("Revised Offer Consideration Announcement") of an increased and revised offer
consideration ("Revised Offer Consideration") pertaining to the general offer of Subtropico to acquire
all the shares in KLK other than those already held by Subtropico ("Subtropico Offer").

1.2

The Revised Offer Consideration Announcement has been advertised on the website of KLK since
21 February 2019 and posted to the KLK Shareholders, other than Subtropico, on 25 February 2019.

2

Opinions

2.1

The Revised Offer Consideration has been considered by both Ernst & Young Advisory Services
Proprietary Limited, the duly appointed independent expert to report on the Subtropico Offer ("E&Y"),
and the KLK Independent Board.

2.2

Based on the results of E&Y's procedures, its detailed valuation work and other considerations during
the valuation work performed during December 2018, E&Y is of the opinion that the Revised Offer
Consideration is both fair and reasonable due to the Revised Offer Consideration of R19,00 being within
the value range that an offeror should make for KLK shares of R19.00 to R23.50.

2.3

After due consideration of the E&Y opinion and other relevant factors, the KLK Independent Board is of
the opinion that –

2.3.1

the Revised Offer Consideration of R19.00 is fair, although it is at the bottom of the value range of
R19.00 to R23.50; and

2.3.2

in considering if the offer is reasonable, the KLK Independent Board is still of the opinion that the
Subtropico Offer has limited sustainable, strategic or operational advantages for KLK Stakeholders
(shareholders, customers, personnel and suppliers).

3

Responsibility Statement
The members of the KLK independent board collectively and individually accept full responsibility for the
accuracy of the information contained in this announcement and confirm that to the best of their respective
knowledge and belief, the information set out herein is true and this announcement does not omit anything
likely to affect the importance of the information included.

By order of the KLK Independent Board
7 March 2019

